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Shipping made simple, no matter how you do it
What is Cavallo Shipping?

With Cavallo Shipping, you can:

Cavallo Shipping is an all-in-one shipping feature

–

and parcel carriers

that supports parcel and LTL shipping methods while

one solution to manage your entire shipping process.
From order entry to invoice collection to tracking a

Create custom packages and reusable templates

–

Choose from a long list of supported carriers

–

Connect scales to weigh packages

–

Coordinate your shipping with the help of
specialized scripts and plugins

package once it’s on the road, Cavallo Shipping has
you covered.

You should use Shipping if:
–

How can I expand my software tool kit?
Cavallo Shipping is just one tool in your distribution

Your shipment management requires input from

software tool kit. Build out your complete distribution

multiple systems

software solution with Cavallo’s additional features

–

Shipment tracking is fragmented or unreliable

–

Your company ships in many different ways,
including parcel, LTL, and drop-shipping

What does it look like in action?
By bringing all your shipping operations and related
data under one roof, you’ll be able to ship more

and modules — including next-level functionality
like automated tasks and workflow, CRM tools, EDI,
barcoding, and more. Elevate every process of
your distribution management, from selling to order
fulfillment to shipping and payment collection, and
accelerate their efficiency by uniting them under one
powerfully flexible solution.

efficiently and more accurately than ever before. Once
you’ve picked, packed, and shipped your product,

Supported

Supported

Cavallo Shipping will automatically generate all the

parcel carriers

LTL carriers

sales documents. And with the help of your well-

UPS

UPS

Dymo

designed workflow, tracking information and invoices

FedEx

FedEx

Stamps.com

can be quickly sent to your customers. This feature also

Purolator

YRC

Fairbanks

GSO

USF Holland

Mettler Toledo

Stamps.com

R + L Carriers

Automatically
detected USB scales

necessary shipping and tracking information to your

gives complete visibility over the package’s progress,
whether it’s ready-to-ship or it has already been sent
out for delivery.

CAVALLO.COM

down shipping information or hopping systems, use

–

SAIA
Ward Trucking
RIST
XPO

060821

616.245.1221

to-use platform. Instead of spending time tracking
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uniting all shipment and tracking data under one easy-

Quote and compare rates from supported LTL

